Rule 10—Notable Changes

• Making a stroke when standing across or on line of play is not allowed anywhere on the course.
• Penalty for having too many caddies now general penalty for each hole.
**Rule 10— Key Concepts**

10.1 Making a Stroke

- Must fairly strike ball, no push, scrape or scoop.
- Must not anchor, directly or indirectly.
- May not make stroke astride line of play from anywhere on course.
- May not play a moving ball, except
  - When it begins moving after the start of the backswing, when it is falling of a tee, or moving in water in temporary water or a penalty area.
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10.3 Caddies

- May only have one caddie at a time.
  - Penalty is the general penalty for each hole the breach occurred.

- Player responsible for actions of caddie during round and while play is stopped under Rule 5.7a.
Rule 10.2– Notable Changes

- Line of play on the putting green may be touched, for instance in showing a player where to aim, even when ball is on the putting green.
- May not set club on ground to assist alignment.
- A player’s caddie (or partner) must not be positioned behind the player when the player begins to take his or her stance.
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10.2 Advice and Other Help

• May not give or ask for advice, other than from caddie (or partner and partner’s caddie).
• May not touch another player’s equipment to gain information.
• May have line of play shown, but not during the stroke. May not place object to show line of play on putting green.
• May not set object down to assist in lining up.
• Caddie may not be on extension of line of play behind ball once player begins taking stance.
• May not accept outside physical help or protection from elements.